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Christian Wright is a musician, writer, and political activist in his mid twenties living in Denver, Colorado. His political ideas, reports, poetry, and music reviews have appeared in the pages of such publications as Counterpunch.org, Insight Magazine, Left Hook, Socialist Worker, and Wounds of the Earth. His live performances have taken him across the country, from Lenny's in Atlanta to DC's Bound and Baltimore's Club Orpheus to The Church/Lizard Lounge in Dallas to the Mt Tabor Legacy in Portland, to name only a few. He has independently recorded nine full length albums since 2002 for his bands Buried Electric Cable, Bajskorv, and Savage Ideal, and is currently in search of an industrial/ experimental/ darkwave label to release Ghosts Dance Lightly on the Puncheon Floor, the latest full length for Savage Ideal that has been recorded in the summer - fall of this year.

Moving from his hometown of Atlanta to go to college in Washington, DC in 2002, Christian was increasingly distracted from his studies by a fascination with writing electronic-industrial music. Working in retail and food service to save money he began to accumulate an ever larger assortment of newer and vintage synthesizers, samplers, and pro-audio gear. In this period he met local artist and Corcoran gallery student Juan Monarez and the two formed Bajskorv. Their initial inspiration was their disgust with the performance of a large, signed act which simply sung over backing tracks at Club Nation while pretending to play a midi controller that was not turned on nor plugged in to anything. In an era of itunes-laptop "bands" they set out to make live industrial shows interesting again, playing several synths at a time, having backing video projections, dressing up and decorating the stage, etc... From 2006- 2008 Bajskorv was a fixture of the Mid-Atlantic scene, regularly appearing on the DC- Maryland- Charlottesville- Richmond circuit, sharing the stage with like minded acts, opening Nuclearfest 2007, and eventually touring nationally.

Savage Ideal began in 2006 as a collection of songs that were mostly instrumental or featured Christian on vocals and did not make sense to release as Bajskorv albums. Universal Failings of the Human Condition: A Tragic Descent into Unreality was recorded in October of that year, then mastered and released for free online. While much of Bajskorv drew on punk and "old school" industrial influences of speed, anger, political confrontation, and noise, this record was slower and more esoteric, focusing more on the artists' personal disillusionment with the American political process, and his occasional disposition to brood rather than fight over the tragedies of past and current events. The second Savage Ideal release, A Thousand Chapters of the World, was a rather more uplifting piece, recorded in August 2007 shortly before its producer was to leave DC for good on a period of extensive cross country travel This release expressed the ideas of hope, escape, and worldly beauty that he felt the nation's capital was far to stifling of. It is scheduled to be mastered and released for free this summer, as a split with Väljapaistev (Project Wiretapper side project).

The idea for Ghosts Dance Lightly on the Puncheon Floor came at the end of Bajskorv's 2008 tour in release of Scars and Stripes. Like many native Southerners, Christian has a keen interest in regional history, and is possessed with a desire to understand and explain it. As a musician, he's disappointed with the lack of original subject matter that many bands he's seen or played with over the years seem able to come up with. These aesthetic and regional foci came together in April of this year when he lived alone for a month in a small cabin in the mountains of North Georgia. Armed with a friend's digital 8mm video camera, he undertook an extensive series of field recordings of natural sources, as well as man-made ones from old mines and rail yards from Atlanta to Copperhill, Tennessee. Taking this material to his new home in Colorado, he sought to incorporate its authenticity with his own background in industrial and noise, together with a few new instruments and influences such as neo-folk and 12 string guitar.

Collaborating on a few tracks with DC noise artist Dan Barrett of Worms of the Earth, Ghosts... uses music to tell a story, in turn, of pride, amnesia, deforestation, genocide, gold-lust, civil war, agrarianism, convict-slavery, mining accidents, and ultimately the hope that at least in death the inhabitants of the region could find the peace that for most of life has eluded them. These events roughly correspond to events in southern history, but are loose enough that listeners can read their own meaning into the tracks as well.

Christian is currently in the process of editing backing video for a new Savage Ideal live set.

http://savageideal.noisenobodys.com
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